
Victorian Hotel Circa 1880 Restoration of a Victorian Encaustic & Geometric tiled 
floor.
Built as hotel and continued as such until the Great Depression when like many 
businesses it failed , the building remained empty for many years until it was 
bought and opened as a bar & night club in the late 1970’s, the building and in 
particular the floor suffered the nationwide madness of butchering period fittings 
without regard for the damage inflicted.
The beautiful tiled floor had a huge swathe ripped up to facilitate piped drinks 
and utilities to the bar sections.

The Imposing façade of the Victorian Hotel.
The first part of my job on this fabulous floor was to take pictures and carry out a 
survey which I did some moths before returning to actually carry out work, 
particular colours of tiles had to be matched either from our re-claim stock or 
from Craven Dunnill of Jackfield, in this case boxes of cobalt blue were ordered 
along with most of the standard colours.
I opted to have the tiles in 6x6 inch format and cut down the relevant sizes & 
shapes with a wet cut and a Rubi TS 40 tile cutter. I also used a number of Exakt 
saws on this contract it was the first decent sized contract I had used them on.
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As large numbers of the original tiles had been ripped up and there were no 
photos of the missing sections I had to decide how to tile the areas that were 
unknown, it appeared from the tiles still left that the middle pattern might have 
been longer, however there had been considerable creep of the floor which on 
setting out proved that fitting the design back within the lessened space caused 
by creep would have resulted in a loss of symmetry.
The floor area infill was removed and then re-screeded to a point that a latex 
levelling compound could be poured to bring the floor surface up to an exact 
point to lay the new & re-claimed tiles.

Victorian Geometric tiled floor showing damage prior to restoration.
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Victorian Hotel geometric tiled floor restored showing new panel.
I replicated the panel running under the centre arch of the above picture featuring 
the blue star design.
I added some simple classic on diamond insets left & right and a different colour-
way but the same design of the inset featuring blue squares.
This whole floor was full of various different panels & insets so the new features I 
introduced did not seem out of place and I had incorporated features from the 
original design to make sure the blend was seamless.
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Above picture shows the curved tiles which are a feature of the main floor design.
In the lower picture can clearly be seen a number of curved tiles = red/dark 
chocolate & buff.
The buff tile and the other custom tiles were all originally made using specialised 
moulds and stamped out to those precise shapes.

Our client did not want to pay for those tiles to be made as they would have cost 
into approx a £1,000 to get 3 or more moulds made.
There were quite a number of the smaller curved shapes to make in the chocolate 
& red and that was an exacting job that took time & patience.
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However the buff which as can be seen from the pictures are like very fat curved 
arrows! They took a long time to make and I can say those tiles are amongst the 
hardest cuts I have made to get those shapes out of full 6x6 inch tiles, I cut the 
bulk of the 6x6 tiles out using a diamond wet cut in this case a Raimondi Eco 92 
which I have used for over 22 years it is without doubt one of the best saws ever.
Once most of the waste from the body of the tiles had been removed the rest was 
cut out using a smaller wet cut and then abrading with the Exakt saw used edge 
on to remove high points left by the wet cut’s, finally I used tile snips and then a 
diamond file it took approx an hour per tile to produce a new shaped tile.
Once they were fitted into place & grouted they couldn’t be distinguished from 
the stamped tiles.
In all more than 8 square metes of tiles were cut to the various shapes e.g. 
triangles stripes of 6in x 1 inch etc. in all thousands of cuts were made to produce 
the intricate design of the finished floor.

The original tilers had an easier job than me as the tiles they used were already 
made o the sizes & shapes whereas every single tile I fitted had to be custom cut.

The new tiles used all came from Craven Dunnill tiles of Jackfield, the only 
authentic Victorian reproduction tile maker left.

After all the loose tiles were lifted any remaining damaged tiles were cut out 
using Exakt saws as they have a fine diamond saw blade that cuts cleanly 
through the close fitted tile joints and just into the underlying screed which is 
ideal as that cut into the screed allows m to hammer up the broken tiles without 
percussive transference and that is a bonus on these type of floor which are apt to 
have tiles spring up many feet away because of vibration from hammering.

Restoration & Conservation work for some practitioners is a painstakingly 
delicate operation such as oil painting restoration sometimes when restoring 
mosaic tiled floors mine is, however for the most part the ability to be able to use 
a hammer & chisel effectively is a necessary skill as is the need to be able to kneel 
for many hours per day.
There were tiles broken in many different sections due to carpet grippers which 
had been nailed into the tiles. All of those so damaged were cut out with the 
Exakt saws and new or re-claimed depending on the colour match were fixed into 
place.
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Altogether the floor area was in excess of 240 sq metres this was all cleaned with a 
low 200 rpm Numatic scrubbing machine which is light enough to use over 



mosaic floors but which can deliver enough power to remove all the incredible 
amount of dirt /paint etc that people abuse these fantastic floors with.
A common mistake by amateurs is to try & pry geometric tiles up this usually 
results in the adjacent tiles splintering and then that means even more tiles are 
damaged.
Similarly placing a tile back into place without first grinding the underlying 
screed down means that even with the thinnest of adhesive  beds that tile will sit 
proud of the rest of the tiles and look out of place.

Cleaning the back & sides of the tiles of any adhered mortar is another invisible 
job but failure to do this means that tiles can’t be butt jointed as the nibs of 
adhered mortar will throw the tile out of place.

Section of corridor tiles covered in carpet grippers /adhesive & paint etc.
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Same corridor tiles cleaned & sealed.

This corridor had many broken tiles caused by nailing carpet grippers around the 
sides of the corridor, to produce this finish meant hours of scraping carpet 
adhesive & paint from the face f the tiles then giving the floor a rough clean to 
ascertain how many tiles were damaged or missing. Those tiles were then 
removed carefully using an Exakt saw to cut around the broken tiles then a Fein 
multi master with rasps to grind down the surface of the screed to allow a bed of 
adhesive and a replacement tile to be fixed.
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Before & after comparison pictures.

Another view of restored Victorian Hotel restored floor.
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Page 1 of 3 article on the contract from Tile UK.
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Page 2 of Tile UK article.
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Page 3 of Tile UK article.


